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Problem: Market power of digital platforms

• Affects both consumer choice and producer options

– Affects lots of GDP, many consumers, non-platform businesses

• Driven by large shift in technological frontier + laws not ready

– Last experience in US was telegraph/railroad late 1800s

– Huge consolidation and development of national firms  => Gilded Age 

– Caused adoption of first antitrust law in US, Sherman Act

• Parallel to today. Strategies to obtain market power are new

– Law and regulation not prepared, leads to under-enforcement

– Now ex post trying to understand and update law and regulation

– Not clear that all platform market power was earned ‘on the merits’



Behavior of concern under both existing law and economic 

principles:  excluding entrants

• Vertical entrants

• Potential entrants

• Regular entrants

Clarity is key:

• Where is the locus of competition?

• How has it been suppressed, or not, by the conduct?

• How did the conduct disadvantage the entrant?



Suppressing entry

Going after the cause of the market power, not its result.

• Clarity on causation helps with enforcement precision, success, and 
effective remedies.

• Well established in the law as a harm to the competitive process and a harm 
to consumers

• Well established in the economics literature as a harm to consumers

More entry and competition on the merits:

• Likely to have first order effects on the level of innovation, and perhaps 
more importantly, the path of innovation

• Allows consumers and non-platform businesses to choose, generating 
lower prices and higher quality 



Exclusion theme in existing and proposed cases

Deter most qualified potential entrants

• Exclusive OS contract prevents forking by competent OEMs 

• MFN prevents share gain by more efficient travel platform 

Prevent existing entrant from growing (EoS, LbD)

• Bundling requirement prevents share growth of rival app 

• Exclusive ad placement contract with content provider blocks growth of rival 
advertising business 

• Purchase of existing successful, or not yet successful, small rivals  *

• Violation of privacy or other rules gives critical advantage against rivals in 
market with strong network externalities  *

Prevent entry from elsewhere in ecosystem

• Bundling prevents successful application from disintermediating 

• Foreclosure of rents in related/vertical markets prevents those competitors 
from disintermediating 



What are the harms from exclusion? 

• Concentrated markets without competition that cause the consumer to pay 
higher net quality adjusted price (net barter of attention for services)

– E.g violations of privacy/other rules (lower quality)

– Competitive price might be negative / free can be an overcharge

– Price of exclusive access to consumers demonstrates available profit

• MFNs that cause higher prices

• Foreclosure that reduces competition (raises prices, lowers innovation) in the 
adjacent market

• Sale of high margin ads that incentivize collection of data to create the clicks 
that cause addiction or exploitation of consumers (higher quantity is “bad”)

• Sale of high margin ads that incentivize purchase of dramatic rather than true 
content, leading to lower quality content markets



Efficiencies: the benefits to consumers

New critiques of these efficiencies are accumulating. More work is needed by 
academics and agencies to study tradeoffs.

• ‘Better matching of consumers to ads is the revenue that pays for “free” services’

– More clicks on content creates addiction and exploitation

– Clicks become demand for low-quality content

• ‘Purchase of very small entrants or complements stimulates innovation’

– Eliminates the only source of potential rivals if strong network effects

– Imitating a monopolist for acquisition is not socially valuable innovation

• ‘Limiting entry into ecosystem increases quality’

– The entrant may be a significant source of disruption and competition

– Innovation is stronger under competition

– Data porting / interfaces are less anticompetitive solutions

– Property right may not be legitimate



Slow social response

• Market power quickly obtained through new technology and new 
strategies

• Enforcement tools lag

– First, strategies need to be understood by enforcers

– Analyze to pinpoint the harm to competition

– Change laws as needed

– Bring case, succeed

– Devise remedy that restores competition

• Wave of new business models challenges legal and enforcement 
practice – must rise to that challenge


